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EDITORIAL
“Common sense is a chaotic aggregate of disparate economic systems, Gramsci takes this one step
conceptions, and one can find there anything that further and derives his own conclusions on the
one likes.”
basis of macro-level social interactions.
-Antonio Gramsci
In Marxist theory, the base and superstructure
My last editorial talked about the need to include represent the two halves of society, polity,
opinions within magazines, and how the formation and economy. The base consists of means of
of opinions about the larger world should start production and relations of production which
with one’s most immediate surroundings. It is together comprise the dominant economic
only through the rigorous and critical analysis of system. This base is the fundamental organiser
an environment that we know the most about that of all other social and political relationships. In
we can then go on to analyse the environment that a sense, economic relationships shape social and
we know the least about. And it is only through political relationships. These social and political
the rigorous analysis of the power structures that relationships comprise the superstructure, which
most directly and clearly affect us that we can includes everything from gender, religion, law,
then go on to analyse the power structures that race to moral values, education systems and
make no direct and significant impact on our day- popular media. To put it plainly, the base shapes
to-day lives.
and maintains the superstructure, while the
superstructure maintains and grants legitimacy to
But it is also true that we, even as students, do the base.
not exist in a vacuum. Yes, it might be true that
the same forces that might have impacted us were For example, modern gender relations and the
we independent individuals make a much more heteronormative, four-member nuclear family
significantly diminished impact on us now, as have not always remained the dominant form of
long as we are shielded by them through the four social units. During the age of feudalism, families
walls of the school. Simultaneously, however, our were not thought of as rigid units but as communal
consumption of content and culture is greater than relationships. Families, in this age, had a lot of
those same independent individuals. This thus children, and these children were looked after by
means that the next level of our critical analysis the entire community, not just by their parents.
must be of the content and culture that is pushed This was because it was economically and
upon us, and is consumed by us, both consciously productively efficient to have multiple children
and subconsciously.
and also because there was a high infant mortality
rate. And today, the four-member nuclear family
At the most fundamental level, popular culture is the most economically efficient mode of microand media seems mundane and not worthwhile, level organization, as it allows men to give their
at least through the lens of political and social all at work by relegating women to housework,
analysis. Popular culture, and the forms of through a culturally pushed ‘cult of domesticity.’
media it is pushed through, is the source of the
most fundamental of assumptions that guide Gramsci takes Marx’s analysis one step further,
our thinking. Furthermore, it is shaped by the and defines a system of ‘cultural hegemony’
dominant social, political, and economic classes that is essential for the current state of things to
that have a concerted interest in normalising the remain as their. Through a dominant philosophy,
status quo that they benefit from. This popular a dominant mode of analysis, and a dominant set
culture can be in the form of movies, TV shows, of assumptions, the ruling classes in all spheres
advertisements, fashion, and even memes.
passively maintain their power. Power, and
dominance, essentially, can be maintained by two
To understand why culture and media are such ways- through coercion or consent. The method
potent forces for passive mobilization, we need of coercion is risky, violent, and has unnecessary
to understand the motivations of those with an costs attached to it. Consent, however, once
interest in the manipulation and shaping of culture obtained, is highly difficult to subvert. The ruling
to fit their needs. This comes through the writings classes of today maintain their power through
of two of the most important thinkers of the 20th consent that is subconsciously obtained through
thinkers- Karl Marx and Antonio Gramsci. While the dominant narrative that is pushed by them.
Karl Marx bases his analysis on the materialist
theory of history and the gradual development of Let us take the same example. The idea of the
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modern, nuclear family is pushed through a
range of diverse media. From cartoons such as
The Simpsons, to sitcoms and soap operas, to
movies and literature, the idea of the nuclear
family is one that pervades our subconscious
through all directions. We, as individuals, must
make a conscious decision to think unlike
what is pushed upon us, which means that the
dominant narrative of the status quo has in
many ways become the original state of things.
Having understood why culture is prime grounds
for manipulation, and how potent it really is,
we must move toward analysing it on our own.
Believe it or not, every piece of media relies
upon a set of assumptions that make its content
easy to digest. It is these assumptions that we
must start by questioning, while simultaneously
questioning our assumptions and biases about
the world. To understand that the ‘normal’ state
of things is not in fact normal, and to break
down traditions and norms to the root of what
they are, that is the point of this exercise in
thought. In the last issue, I had talked about the
need for opinions, and that the immediate goal
of Politicia is to reform its inherent structure
and transition from being facts-based to being

opinion-based. To an extent, we have achieved
this goal. From the article on population
and demographics in China, to the one on
the Vaccination Drive, almost every article
represents an opinion derived from facts and
statistics and empiricism. Our next step is to
critically analyse culture and media, and in a
sense to move beyond just looking at politics
as a source of political analysis. This editorial,
thus, can be considered a continuation of the
last one.
For any submissions or queries, please do not
hesitate to write to politicia@welhamboys.org.
Every member of the student body is encoureged
to read and write for school magazines.

Samanyu Malik
Editor - In - Chief

The US Withdrawal from
Afghanistan
While the world strives to deal with the COVID-19
pandemic, Afghanistan, a country in perennial pursuit
of equilibrium, faces multiple crises as American
troops withdraw. Besides the pandemic, the muddled
Afghan government now faces a drought, a suffering
economy, and most of all, a resurgent Taliban
movement. The prospect of a chaotic Afghanistan was
at imminent when the US struck a deal with the Taliban
in February 2020 that committed the US to withdraw
from Afghanistan and the Taliban to abstain from any
attacks on the US.
Post the US withdrawal, the political elites of
Afghanistan have been unable to unify against a
common threat, despite the Taliban gaining control
over more than 200 of Afghanistan’s districts. With
the Taliban’s manifest position seemingly more
dominant than the Afghan security forces, its intention
04 Politicia
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war against terror, has propelled insecurity amongst
Afghans who live in a system marred by corruption,
fraud and state violence. Afghan politics and culture
are being blamed by many, including those in the
US, but it was American policies at the root of many
devastating developments in Afghanistan.

The withdrawal of US troops, however, has
emboldened the Taliban forces to stake their fate on
the battlefield and not on the negotiating table. The
question that we face now is whether the Afghan
forces or perhaps the government, with the help of
some other international force, could stop the Taliban
from using violent means to capture power. With aid
from Pakistan and possibly other entities, the Taliban
has been able to produce large standing forces, forces
that are equipped with a substantial amount of arms
and as reports indicate, training from the Pakistani
ISI. On the International front, major powers like
Russia and China have leaned towards the Taliban’s
rise to power or at least have something to gain from
it, while countries that are on the table partnered with
Afghanistan are still looking for a diplomatic way.
This implicit recognition on the international stage
has given more and more credibility to the Taliban
leadership, which now projects a relatively moderate
image, even though its controversial leaders have had
several affiliations with terrorist organisations. The
vibrant Afghan civil society that had emerged over
the past decade, despite the problems, now hangs by
a thread. At last, we can definitely agree that military
intervention has left us an enduring legacy of violence
and discord with no end in sight.

Restoring peace in Afghanistan brings with it several
challenges, primarily political in nature. With a fullfledged resurgence movement, the Taliban has left no
stone unturned in its attempt to gain control over all
of Afghanistan. The Afghan government has lost its
ultimate enabler in the US under whose guise security
in Afghanistan remained stable for the past decade.
Now it looks to nations like India and Australia for
assistance. The Taliban’s rise to power looks more
and more imminent, especially with Pakistan’s
support shifting the odds in their favour. The largely
centralized political system in Afghanistan, installed
by the Bush administration, has proved incapable of
setting out and achieving the aspirations of a dynamic
Afghan society. The political system is highly fragile,
with powers concentrated to the central leadership,
chiefly to the President, and therefore the prospects
for political engagement or contestations have been
very few. The expansion of a progressive society
throughout the past two decades, with education,
free media, and education for all has changed the
dynamics of the Afghan society whose expectations Hrittvik Moody
are incompatible with governments in both scenarios. Class XII
Beyond the government, the political landscape in
Afghanistan widely offers ideological lenses and
voices demanding inclusion.

to re-establish an ‘Islamic Emirate’ doesn’t seem farfetched anymore, but the implications of the same will
decide the future of many Afghan civilians. Ethnic
communities such as the Hazaras fear genocide, and
perhaps the most important is the position of Afghan
women who may have to adapt to an extremist
establishment restricting their entry into schools,
their right to vote, political representation, and even
leaving their homes without a male accompanying
them. Amid all this is the deep sense of betrayal. Why
did the Americans prolong the war and abruptly leave,
handing the country’s fate to an extremist military
establishment? Today, the worldwide perception
encapsulates a mere civil war among the Afghans and
the Taliban as an organization asserting its claim to
rule but fails to hold the Taliban accountable for their
reprehensible crimes against humanity. We also need
to come to terms with how the US, in its pursuit of a
Politicia 05
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The Cabinet Reshuffle and Its
Significance
On the 8th of July, the most significant reshuffle
of ministers in the current Indian Government
took place. The Prime Minister has dropped the
“ill-performing” and “incompetent” leaders from
the Cabinet for a younger breed. Many shocking
developments took place and people have claimed
that this reshuffle would add something positive
to the current Government. Thirty-six new
ministers have been appointed, which brings the
total number of ministers to 77, almost double
compared to 2014. Sources say that this reshuffle
appears to be based on damage control in relation
to future elections in states where the Bharatiya
Janata Party hopes to expand. Keeping in mind the
2022 Uttar Pradesh elections, several ministers
have been appointed from Uttar Pradesh itself.

he is left with three. He will continue to handle the
Ministry of Commerce and Industry, the Ministry
of Textiles, and the Ministry of Consumer Affairs.

The Ministry of Healthcare and Family Welfare
is now to be handled by Mansukh Mandaviya.
He was trolled for his old tweets on social media
where people were highlighting his poor sentence
formation, which doesn’t hold any relevance in
the domain of the Health ministry. The Ministry
of Technology and the Ministry of Railways are
now under Ashwani Vaishnaw, a technocrat with a
degree from IIT. He has also been an IAS officer,
and is one of the most qualified men in the new
Cabinet. Jyotiraditya Scindia has taken over Civil
Aviation. All appreciative measures accounted
for, another notable fact is that thirty-three out of
Talking about the departures of ministers from the seventy-seven ministers have criminal records on
Cabinet, one of the most shocking departures was themselves.
of Mr. Ravi Shankar Prasad. He earlier had three
ministries and now is left with none. He headed The Representation of women in the Cabinet
the IT ministry, The Law and Justice Ministry, has increased from four to eleven, which is very
and the Electronics Ministry. Sources say that he impressive. This might inspire a lot more women
has been removed because of his incompetence in to progress in their fields. Many people believe that
the Bharatnet Yojana and his recent controversies the Representation of women in the parliament
over IT rules with Twitter. Dr. Harshvardhan has would empower more women, but on the contrary,
also been dropped as the Health Minister. Ramesh some women in the parliament propagate
Pokhriyal has been removed from the post of patriarchy themselves. The Former Junior Women
Education Minister. Prakash Javedkar has also and Child Minister, Debashree Chaudhuri has
resigned from the Ministry of Forest and Climate also given many problematic statements against
Change; his resignation probably came because women, inciting hate and degrading them. I hope
of his controversial EIA Draft Notification 2020, that these new women ministers do their job well
which was criticized by the masses. Many other and prove that gender doesn’t signify excellence.
ministers have also been removed from their posts.
I believe that this is a PR stunt to whitewash their Many political analysts call The Bharatiya Janata
mistakes in front of their voters who have lost faith Party a two-man party and a one-man show,
in them because of poor COVID management and referring to the Home Minister and Prime Minister.
the economic crisis.
The Bharatiya Janata Party has always been
accused of practicing supremacy of the PMO in
The Home Ministry, finance ministry, defence decision making, which although understandable to
ministry, and many other ministries have been a certain extent, reflects the authoritative leanings
retained. It’s surprising how Mrs. Nirmala of the ruling party. However, this decision reflects
Sitaraman is still in office, even after an abysmal the increase in value that the administration now
performance in terms of economic growth and places on its cabinet.
inflation. Rajnath Singh’s performance has been
relatively worse than before. I appreciate the Pranay Singh Dhaka
retention of Mr. Nitin Gadkari, the Road and Class X
Transport Minister, who has done an exemplary job
in his domain. I also want to mention the retention
of Mr. Piyush Goyal as he did an exceptional job
in his field. Earlier, he had four ministries, but now
Image Credit: Law Wire
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The Road Ahead for
US Taiwan Relations
The United States and Taiwan enjoy a close
relationship and cooperate on various issues.
Sustaining solid yet unofficial relations with Taiwan
is a primary U.S. goal, in line with the U.S. desire
to further peace and stability in Asia. The 1979
Taiwan Relations Act provides the legal basis
for the unofficial relationship between the United
States and Taiwan. It allows the U.S. to assist
Taiwan in maintaining its self-defense capabilities.
The United States believes that cross-Strait
differences should be resolved peacefully in a
matter acceptable to people on both sides of the
Strait, opposes unilateral variations to the status
quo by either side, and encourages both parties to
engage in constructive dialogue based on dignity
and respect.

requests by emphasizing that the more Beijing
takes steps to threaten or marginalize Taiwan,
the greater the need Washington will feel about
expanding engagement and ramping up evident
assistance for Taiwan.
Bilaterally, there are issues around trade and
industry policy. Taiwan would like to develop
formal economic relations – which might open
the door for other countries to follow. While the
Biden administration has responded to Taiwan’s
requests to recapitulate economic dialogue under
the Trade and Investment Framework Agreement
(TIFA), a trade pact will be more problematic for a
Democratic administration that centers on the U.S.
economy first.

Industry policy around semiconductors will also be
an area of tension. With the United States focusing
on securing supply chains and reshoring jobs,
there will be pressure on Taiwanese corporations
to relocate more industries. Taiwan may placate
the U.S. by migrating a few, but it will not want to
give away spaces like research and development.
Nevertheless, with China-U.S. tech competition,
there is the uncertainty that Taiwan will be caught
One of President Joe Biden’s achievements in in the crossfire.
restoring U.S. leadership in Asia was revitalizing
relations with Taiwan. However, while Biden has Although, Taiwan officials’ initial responses were
executed a remarkable turnaround in winning ebullient. Taiwan’s representative in Washington,
over the Taiwanese, that does not mean it is an Bi-Khim Hsiao, and Taiwan’s foreign minister,
easy road ahead. Both bilateral and broader Joseph Wu, released appreciative messages for
issues mean that Taiwan-U.S. relations will remain the policy adjustment. Taiwan’s vice president,
challenging for the next three and half years.
William Lai, went further, tweeting: “Taiwan is a
country and a trusted partner; we deserve to be
Given that countermanding Pompeo announcement treated as such….”
would set the U.S.-Taiwan relationship off on the
wrong foot, espousing Pompeo’s decision could Against this backdrop, the lack of any assertion
invite risks of uncoordinated actions generating by President Tsai Ing-wen or the presidential
unintended escalatory tension in the Taiwan Strait, office was notable. Tsai’s decision to abstain from
the first two options are low-probability scenarios. glorifying Pompeo’s announcement was in keeping
This omits the third or fourth options more apparent, with her poised, methodical, and balanced style
and those options are not mutually exclusive. The of governance. Having gone through a transition
Biden administration could, for example, use the herself, Tsai is likely attuned to the uniqueness of
third alternative as a placeholder as it updates an outgoing administration originating a policy shift
contact guidelines to establish unofficial relations on a sensitive issue in its waning days in office.
with Taiwan progressing.
Vihan Shukla
The Biden administration will likely need to resolve Class X
how it addresses privately and publicly cross-Strait
relations. Chinese officials will use initial private
diplomatic exchanges with the Biden administration
to press them to repudiate Pompeo’s decision
publicly. The Biden team should acknowledge such
Secretary of State Mike Pompeo, on 9th January
2021, announced that that the United States was
terminating restraints on U.S. government contacts
with Taiwan officials which generated a wave of
headlines. Some lauded an end to long-overdue
restrictions on U.S.-Taiwan official contacts, and
others warned of a rising risk of a cross-Strait crisis.
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The People’s Republic
of the Elderly
The People’s Republic of China is running out of
people. It is a crisis that was long in the making
and threatens to put a spanner in the works of
China’s progress. To put it concisely, the number
of babies being born in China is at an all-time low,
while the number of people growing old is at an
all-time high. This process has been unnaturally
hastened by the Chinese Communist Party’s
(CCP) various policies, from forced urbanization
to restrictions on the number of children per
couple. This presents twin threats to China.
First, their economic model still largely depends
on having lots of young people to manufacture
goods at cheaper prices than everyone else.
This enabled the most radical economic miracle
in history to take place in China, and now, it has
returned to haunt them. Because this reduction
in birth rates has been precipitated by political
factors, rather than socio-economic ones, the
Chinese economy is yet to adapt. Thus, while
other nations like Japan, Germany and Korea
got rich before their birth rates dipped, China is
seeing its population fall while about 200 million
Chinese still live on less than 5 dollars a day.

growing up without aunts and uncles and sisters
and brothers, the cultural trajectory may be hard
to shift with a few petty schemes. China being
largely atheistic and urban, compounds the
problem, since these two factors almost always
indicate low population growth. And then there
are the material problems. City workers in China
operate under the “9-9-6” system. Working from
9 am to 9 pm, six days a week. Childcare is either
non-existent, or prohibitively expensive. The same
goes for a good education. And while owning a
house may be extremely difficult for workers in
certain western countries, in Chinese cities it is
a laughable idea. These are hellish conditions to
raise children in, and any change will require an
overhaul of the institutional framework of the CCP,
especially when it comes to home ownership.

However, if there is one thing one should
expect from the Chinese government, it is the
unexpected. The same party that killed enough
sparrows to cause the death of 50 million people
in a famine was also responsible for one of the
biggest economic leaps forward in history. The
Chinese state’s absolute control over its people
comes with a range of issues, but it certainly has
The second issue is again exacerbated by China’s its advantages (however few they might be).
specific political system. The cost of taking care
of the elderly. Because of the one child policy, China has two major ways of countering the
Chinese parents for almost 2 generations saved population bomb. Firstly, it aims to evolve
the money they would have spent on raising the nature of its workforce and economy by
a second or third child, and invested it in the specialization and automation, and secondly,
economy. This provided an immense push to the simply raise birth rates via artificial methods.
economy. But now, these single children have to China is a rising star in the field of automation. Last
bear the burden of taking care of their parents, year, more than half of all automated machines
and in many cases, even grandparents. Thus, in the world were installed in Chinese factories.
the incomes of modern Chinese households are This promises to blunt the impacts of a shrinking
diverted from flowing back into the economy, and workforce. However, the Chinese economy has
instead go into caring for their own elderly. Add various factors that specifically inhibit its ability
this to scant social services, the prohibitive cost of to automate. China is still powered by coal, and
raising children, a housing market which is touted the delicate mining sector is immensely difficult
as the biggest bubble in history, and therefore to automate. Humans have been mining coal
it’s only natural that the CCP is worried. The for centuries. If there was a cheaper and more
communist government of China will soon have efficient way to mine it, we would have already
to stop splurging on infrastructure and instead discovered it. Secondly, the Chinese economy
focus on elderly care.
heavily relies on construction. 6 of the largest 10
largest construction companies in the world are
The technocrats in Beijing recognize the problem, Chinese. Construction work is another example
and are trying their best to solve it. Recently, the of a job that cannot be automated. This is why
limit on the number of children couples can have even in developed countries, infrastructure leads
was raised to three, and various incentives are to such a huge boost in economic activity and job
being given to couples, and women specifically, growth. Because construction jobs can simply not
to raise families. But after two generations of be automated or outsourced. This, combined with
08 Politicia
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a variety of other factors, shows that the Chinese incentive schemes were set up to convince families
state must not solely rely on automation to plug the to have more children. China will no doubt soon
leak in its demographic planning.
partake in some of these. The Chinese Communist
party has already forced three generations of
Another way in which the Chinese can be expected people to have artificially low birth rates. It is not
to try and wean away from dependence on a stretch of the imagination to say that the party,
labour intensive manufacturing is educating their using totalitarian methods, can “convince” its
workforce. The number of college graduates in population to have more children. The implications
China has doubled since 2010, and as more and of this possibility are simply too horrible to discuss,
more people get specialised training, they should be but then again, half a century ago, discussing the
able to secure high end jobs which will enable them implications of forced birth control faced similar
to pay the costs required for taking care of a family. moral backlash.
However, the utopian vision of a small group of
highly trained workers controlling large, automated To conclude, the road ahead is tough. While the
Chinese factories is divorced from reality. China is long term future is already in peril, the short term
the economic powerhouse it is today because of is threatened too. Low birth rates in China have
manufacturing. In this field it was competing with existed for almost a decade, and we will probably
other third world countries jostling with each other begin to see the results by 2030. Not only does the
for foreign investment. In the case of jobs for highly CCP need to figure out how to avoid the speed bump
educated Chinese workers, the competition will be further down the road, it also needs to start building
with the much richer and better established Western a bridge across a cliff they had not anticipated. The
world.
Chinese system only works because the people
believe in the party’s ability to provide economic
Thus, because it seems that both of these growth. To stay in power, the CCP will have to find
endeavours have a very low chance of succeeding, a way out, and currently, it seems like there is none.
we arrived at the second option. Totalitarian States
tend to give a high degree of emphasis to population Mrinank Chandar,
growth. From Nazi Germany to the USSR, mothers Class XII
who birthed a lot of children were regularly rewarded
with honours. Various financial, social and political

Image Credit: Firstpost
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Pegasus: The New Turn in Digital Spyware
and It’s Impact on the Modern World
Pegasus is an Israeli spyware technology built by the NSO group. The NSO group specializes in making spyware (a kind of malware which extracts data

without your knowledge or consent) technology. Recently a sting-operation by 17 leading news agencies mainly based in Europe including the Guardian,
The Washington Post, The Wire among others discovered, that the software was being used to spy on people in more than 36 nations, including India,
France, Saudi Arabia, UAE, Morocco, Rwanda, Bahrain etc.
INDIA

The sting operation revealed that there are more than 300 phones currently under the scanner of Pegasus. This included
2 cabinet ministers, a sitting Supreme Court Judge, various leaders of opposition, heads and ex-heads of various
organizations, senior journalists, scientists, activists etc. The IT minister, Mr. Ashwini Vaishnaw in a statement asked
proof for Pegasus to actually be a spyware. A Parliamentary Committee led by
Dr Shashi Tharoor was set up to further investigate the matter.

ISRAEL

NSO GROUP

Israel strongly denied involvement of its government.
However, due to the number of inquires and to find a
solution to the problem, it set up a senior interministerial team, headed by the NSO (National
Security Agency) which reports directly to the Prime
Minister of Israel. Considering diplomatic ties of Israel
with India and France among others; the chances of any
government involvement stands to be quite low. Though,
there always is a possibility.

The NSO Group’s technology has affected more than
fifty thousand people across the globe. The company
claims that the technology is sold only to “Vetted
Governments”. Despite this some of these selected
governments were using it to either destroy privacy in
other nations, or in their own nation. The company claims
that their technology is used only against terrorists and
to protect democracy. However we clearly see that is not
the case. Furthermore, the company refused to speak
to the media after the big expose. The actions of private
institution are not guaranteed and because of the actions
of the company, clearly get us to doubt the company itself.

THE OTHER AFFECTED COUNTRIES

The situation of the governments of other nations who are said to be affected by the spyware is not much different
from India. All nations have denied any involvement with the use of Pegasus. The French President himself is said to
have been hacked into. All countries are forming special investigative bodies which report directly to the head of the
Government. The data leak has affected the functioning of all nations. However none of the nations are out of question
for use of Pegasus as of now. Because the spyware has mainly been found on the devices of opposition leaders and
journalists. We can only understand the truth about the situation when the reports from all these bodies come back.
10 Politicia
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MARATHA RESERVATION
Reservations have been a big part of the history of independent
India. Reservations were initiated by the government for the
purpose of the upliftment of the unprivileged castes, tribal
minorities. There are many unprivileged groups in our country
but when we talk about Marathas do you think of privilege or
underprivilege?
According to data the Marathas are dominant, forward class
and in the mainstream of national life. The Maratha community
has proper representation in public jobs and services which is
clearly visible from the data collected by the M.G. Gaikwad
commission. According to Gaikwad Commission’s report
the state legislature enacted the law to reserve 16 percent
reservation in education and government jobs for the Marathas.
Now the problem with this is that it exceeds the 50 percent
ceiling limit set by the Supreme Court in Indra Sawhney vs.
Union of India (1992).
The Maharashtra government reported that inclusion of Maratha
community in the already existing OBC community for whom
19 percent reservation is allowed will have harmful effects on
the OBCs who are already enjoying reservation, therefore, a
decision was taken by them to grant separate reservation.
But the apex court found that more than 33 percent of the open
category grade A posts in state gov. services have been bagged
by the Marathas. There is similar kind of representation in
the other categories (Grade B, Grade C, Grade D). According
to the bench the above representation of Marathas in public
services is adequate. They also found that the commission
formed committed an error in computing the percentage,
adding posts available for open category as well as posts
available for reserved categories. The representation has to
be against open category posts, meaning their percentage has
to be determined as compared to total open category filled
posts, and the representation of Marathas in most of the grades
is above 30 percent. Due to this, the commission found their
representation in services as insufficient. Other than this, the
commission examined the claim under Article 16(4) on the
concept of proportionate representation in state services which
is a fundamental error committed by the commission. Hence
the bench pointed out that the constitution relies on the concept
of adequate representation and not proportionate representation
to justify reservations.
After going through the reports and data, the Constitutional
Bench framed 6 questions to address:
1.
Whether judgment in case of Indra Sawhney
v. Union of India [1992 Suppl. (3) SCC 217] needs to be
referred to larger bench or require re-look by the larger bench in
the light of subsequent Constitutional Amendments, judgments
and changed social dynamics of the society etc.?
2.
2. Whether Maharashtra State Reservation
(of seats for admission in educational institutions in the State
and for appointments in the public services and posts under
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the State) for Socially and Educationally Backward Classes
(SEBC) Act, 2018 as amended in 2019 granting 12% and
13% reservation for Maratha community in addition to 50%
social reservation is covered by exceptional circumstances as
contemplated by Constitution Bench in Indra Sawhney’s case?
3. Whether the State Government on the strength of Maharashtra
State Backward Commission Report chaired by M.C. Gaikwad
has made out a case of existence of extraordinary situation
and exceptional circumstances in the State to fall within the
exception carved out in the judgment of Indra Sawhney?
4. Whether the Constitution One Hundred and Second
Amendment deprives the State Legislature of its power to
enact a legislation determining the socially and economically
backward classes and conferring the benefits on the said
community under its enabling power?
5. Whether, States power to legislate in relation to “any
backward class” under Articles 15(4) and 16(4) is anyway
abridged by Article 342(A) read with Article 366(26c) of the
Constitution of India?
6. Whether, Article 342A of the Constitution abrogates States
power to legislate or classify in respect of “any backward class
of citizens” and thereby affects the federal policy / structure of
the Constitution of India?
The judgment for the Maratha judgement was pronounced on
5 May 2021. The apex court’s view on questions 1, 2 and 3
were unanimous as they held that the 50% limit on reservations
should not be reconsidered. The Gaikwad Commission, the
Bombay High Court judgment and the SEBC Act all failed to
explain an “extraordinary situation” to fall within the exception
to this limit. Therefore, the SEBC Act, as it identifies and grants
reservations to Marathas, is struck down.
On the last three questions, Justices Rao, Gupta and Bhat were
in agreement. The bench held that the 102nd Constitutional
Amendment did take away States’ powers to identify backward
classes but only the President can notify a list that identifies
them which Parliament can amend thereafter. States in this case
can only make recommendations. However, until this takes
place, the existing setup would continue. The Amendment also
did not violate the basic structure of the Constitution according
to the bench.
According to me the decision taken by the supreme court is just
and should be accepted by the Marathas. After going through
the data it is clear that the Marathas are not as unprivileged
as shown. Instead of harping on this matter, we should move
ahead and focus on more pressing issues.
Aditya Singh Parmar
Class XII
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The Communist Party of China
A Century
The 1st of July marked the 100th anniversary of
the Communist Party of China. Xi Jinping, general
secretary of the CPC Central Committee, Chinese
President and Chairman of the Central Military
Commission, announced that China has realised
the first centenary goal – ‘building a moderately
prosperous society in all respects’.
After the 100 guns salute was heard at the grand
gathering celebrating the centenary of the founding
of the Communist Party of China, Xi Jinping
delivered a magnificent speech. Seeking the
happiness of the Chinese people and revitalising the
Chinese nation has been the desire and mission of
the Communist Party of China since its inception.
Xi Jinping pointed out that in the past 100 years, to
achieve national rejuvenation, the party has united
and led the Chinese people in the new democratic
revolution, socialist revolution, and great
achievements have been made in construction,
reform and openness, and socialist modernisation,
and great achievements have been made in the
cause of socialism with Chinese characteristics in
the new era. He added that the Chinese party and
people have shown through tenacious struggle that
only socialism can save China and only socialism
with Chinese characteristics can develop China.
Chinese President Xi Jinping said that the partybuilding spirit of the Communist Party of China,
loyal to the people, has always been the source
of the party’s strength and will carry on. China’s
achievements in the past 100 years are the result of
the joint efforts of the Chinese Communists and the
Chinese people. People are the true heroes because
they are making history. He also expressed his
gratitude to the peoples of the world for showing
friendship with the Chinese people, supporting the
Chinese revolution, development and reform.

History
Looking back in time, as per traditional Chinese
belief, it is the ‘mandate of heaven’ (tianming)
that gives an individual the right to rule. While
a capable ruler would be allowed to rule with a
renewed mandate, it can be revoked in the case of
a despot. Interestingly, a dynastic bloodline was
never the criterion to the road of succession. Since
the time the seeds of Chinese civilization sprouted
on the floodplains of the Yellow River (Huang
14 Politicia

He) almost five millennia ago, many rulers have
taken the legendary title of the ‘Yellow Emperor’
(Huang Di). The first ruler to claim the ‘mandate
of heaven’ was King Wen of Zhou State (1050
BCE), and it was Shi Huangdi of the Qin Dynasty
(221-206 BCE) who unified China for the first
time. Within the history of contemporary China,
few have wielded more power than Teng Hsiaoping and Xi Jinping; the fashionable ‘Yellow
Emperors’ of the ‘Red Dynasty’: the Communist
Party of China (CPC). Of the 13 dynasties that
ruled China, only eight lasted in power for more
than 100 years. The CPC is, therefore, justified in
celebrating its centenary with a grand ceremony.
The Communist Party of China was founded in
Shanghai on July 1, 1921 by intellectuals Chen
Duxiu and Li Dachao. The party originated from the
Fourth of May Movement, an anti-feudal political
movement protested by students. On August 1,
1927, after the Nanchang Autumn Harvest Rising,
workers and peasants led by Mao Zedong and Zhou
Enlai rebelled against the Kuomintang (Nationalist
Party) and the Red Army was born. Mao was
appointed Commander-in-Chief of the Red Army.
In December 1929, at the ninth meeting of the IV
Red Army in Gutian, Mao clarified that the role of
the army was “primarily for political purposes.”
In this way, the party’s absolute control over the
army had been consolidated. Mao assumed the
chairmanship of the Communist Party of China
in 1945. After defeating the Kuomintang in the
Civil War (1945-1949), the People’s Republic of
China was announced on October 1, 1949. Mao
became the supreme leader of China, and his
ideology -”Mao Zedong Thought” was included
in the famous Red Book and included in the
party constitution. Mao Zedong believed in class
struggle and believed that China should transform
itself by mobilizing the masses.
Mao Zedong collectivized agricultural production
by creating communes. The ideological assumption
that China could become an industrial country
with the perseverance of the people led him to
make the Great Leap Forward (1958-1961). The
result was catastrophic, with more than 30 million
people dying of a terrible famine. In 1962, Mao
Zedong launched a social education movement to
inject a new revolutionary spirit into the party and
government machinery. The Cultural Revolution
followed in 1966 to eliminate corruption, elitism,
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and bureaucracy. It was marked by widespread
repression and intense violence, and the
“revolution” ended with the death of Mao Zedong
on September 9, 1976. Mao Zedong is the most
influential and controversial figure who left a
mixed legacy. He was praised for restoring national
sovereignty after the success of the communist
revolution, initiated major industrial reforms,
and improved the status of women. However, the
characteristic of the Mao Zedong era is that firm
ideological dogma had brought great suffering to
the Chinese people.

Poverty Alleviation

Cover Story
subsidies for poor elderly people to further reduce
the poverty of the rural elderly population. The
subsidy system for the poor and disabled elderly
was launched, benefiting 36.89 million people.
Furthermore, China aims to accomplish additional
poverty reduction techniques through policies
based on industrial development, relocation,
eco-compensation, education and social security
improvement. The Chinese government has
managed to reduce poverty through direct
involvement in hard-to-reach rural areas that have
innately higher levels of poverty. If we are to
look at the World Bank’s figures, these numbers
provide us with a better standard measurement
used by the World Bank in all countries. In 1990,
more than 750 million people in China lived below
the international poverty line, accounting for
about two-thirds of the total population. By 2012,
this number had fallen to less than 90 million,
and by 2016, the most recent year for which the
World Bank can obtain data, it had fallen to 7.2
million (0.5% of the population). This shows that
compared with 30 years ago, China’s total number
of extremely poor people has decreased by 745
million. The figures from the World Bank did not
bring us to today, but the trend should be consistent
with the Chinese government’s announcement.

The Chinese nation has a long history, the
people are hard-working and intelligent, and the
civilisation is splendid. Throughout thousands of
years of history, poverty eradication has always
been the unremitting pursuit of the Chinese
people, and they have often suffered hardships
and difficulties. In the middle of the 19th century,
foreign aggressions and the decline of the dynasty
had reduced China to a semi-colonial and semifeudal society, and hundreds of millions of residents
had fallen into poverty or even extreme poverty.
But the Chinese people are striving to realise their
dreams, to achieve economic prosperity, national After the 18th National Congress of the Communist
rejuvenation, and a beautiful and happy life.
Party of China in 2012, China’s poverty alleviation
had entered a critical stage. By the end of
The Third Plenary Session of the 11th CPC Central 2020, after eight years of hard work, China has
Committee held in December 1978 opened a achieved the goal of eradicating extreme poverty,
new chapter in China’s reform, opening up a a key goal for building a new era. Socialism with
modernisation drive. Reform and opening up is Chinese characteristics. The 98.99 million people
another great revolution in the history of the Chinese below the poverty line in rural areas have lifted
people and the Chinese nation, which has injected themselves out of poverty. China has eliminated
momentum and innovation. The subsequent rapid poverty throughout the region and eliminated
social and economic development has strongly extreme poverty. The fight against poverty is
promoted the fight against poverty, and the another great revolution in the rural areas of China,
number of poor people has dropped sharply. In the bringing about a historical and complete change.
early stage of reform and opening up, facing the Ending backward work in poverty-stricken areas,
severe challenge of a large rural poor population comprehensively promoting rural development,
and a high poverty rate, the second generation and comprehensively addressing the biggest threat
of the central leadership led by Deng Xiaoping to the realisation of the goal of a well-off society,
espoused socialism with chinese characteristics laying a solid foundation for building a socialist
as its ideology. Socialism in this sense means China, modernising, and realising the second
poverty eradication; establishing the goal of a century target, these are the targets of the Chinese
comprehensive well-off society at the end of the administration. China has won an all-round victory
20th century and formulating a three-step strategic in overcoming extreme poverty, achieved the first
deployment. The China International Poverty eradication of widespread poverty and extreme
Alleviation Centre reported that from 1981 to poverty in a thousand-year history, and fulfilled
2013, more than 850 million people were lifted out the century-old aspiration of the Chinese people.
of poverty. During this period, the extreme poverty
rate fell from 88% to 1.85%. To achieve a 0%
poverty rate, China is using extensive experience The Other Side
to help Chinese citizens living in impoverished
areas. The current poverty rate of 1.7% includes Despite all the admiration for the Communist
mainly the poor in poor rural areas.
Chinese Party and the pat on the back, there is the
other side of the CPC’s rule in China and it certainly
The Chinese government has increased the does need to be discussed. At the beginning of last
rural basic pension and basic medical insurance year, COVID 19 broke out in Wuhan, killing more
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than 4,600 people in China, and more than a year
later the very same virus has caused more than 4
million deaths worldwide. After the authorities
condemned health professionals for warnings
about the virus, people demanded freedom of
speech and transparency. At the United Nations,
China was strongly criticised and urged to allow
immediate, meaningful and unfettered access but
they clearly did not give it, causing the catastrophe
we are living in today. As for Human Rights and
extreme repression on freedom of speech, and the
ever increasing surveillance, foreign journalists
in China face systemic delays in detention and
deportation, as well as visa extensions and renewal
refusals. Continued unrelenting persecution of
human rights defenders (HRDs) and activists is
on a high, they are systematically subjected to
harassment, intimidation, enforced disappearance,
arbitrary and solitary confinement, and long-term
imprisonment, and to top it all off the Hong Kong
protests act as the foremost movement highlighting
the repressive nature of the CPC.

separatism,” “anti-extremism,” and “antiterrorism,” has increasingly repressed ethnic
minorities in autonomous regions such as the
Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous Region (Xinjiang)
and in Tibet. Access to Tibet is still severely
restricted, especially for journalists, scholars, and
human rights organisations, making it extremely
difficult to study and document the human rights
situation in the region. In Xinjiang, since 2017, an
estimated 1 million or more Uyghur, Kazakh, and
other predominantly Muslim people have been
arbitrarily detained without trial, and received
political indoctrination and forced cultural
assimilation at the “education transformation”
centre. Due to the lack of public data and restrictions
on access to the area, it is still impossible to record
the full scope of violations. Although initially
denied the existence of the camp, the authorities
later described it as a “vocational training” centre.
However, satellite images show that more and
more camps are being built throughout the year.

Internet censorship continues, and COVID 19 can
be used as the best example to highlight this issue,
from suppressing information about COVID
19 to extreme lockdown measures. Medical
professionals and activists have been harassed
by the authorities for “making false statements”
and “seriously disrupting social order” in Wuhan,
Authorities have blocked hundreds of keyword
combinations on social media and messaging
apps. Demands against online posts, sensitive
hashtags related to the epidemic, and freedom of
speech were quickly removed. The leaked notice
indicated that the authorities ordered those accused
of “spreading rumours” to delete their accounts
and posts on social media. Zoom has revealed that
they have suspended the accounts of human rights
activists outside China at the request of the Chinese
government, Tik Tok deleted many videos shared
by Uyghurs living abroad to draw attention to their
missing relatives. China and other technology
companies operating outside of China have gone to
the extent of blocking content that the government
considers ‘politically sensitive’ (including topics
relating to ethnic minorities, political unrest and
criticism of the Chinese government) and have
extended censorship standards to an international
level.

It must be noted that the Communist Party of China
has achieved what no other past regime in China
could, let alone what any other country in this short
span of a time has. Today, the Chinese economy
is by all means an unstoppable juggernaut. But
are these achievements worth the price that has
been paid, and that is still being paid? That is the
question we are left with.

Despite facing various challenges and increasing
pressure, members of the LGBTQI community
continue to fight for their rights. Although China
stopped classifying “homosexuality” as a mental
disorder in 2001, online platforms including
Weibo and magazines blocked and deleted content
and hashtags related to LGBTQI. According to
the Civil Code that came into effect on January 1,
2021, same-sex marriage has not been legalised.
More so, the CPC under the guise of “anti16 Politicia
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An Analysis of the Pew Research
Survey on Religion in India
In early 2020, the Pew Research Center conducted
a Survey on approximately thirty-thousand
Indians from diverse backgrounds. The survey
has been titled ‘Religion in India: Tolerance and
Segregation.’ The survey was conducted when the
Delhi Riots erupted, and there was already a lot
of chaos on the grounds of religious harmony and
religious identity. In terms of the credibility of the
survey, it has surveyed people from every possible
background. Still, I believe the population of
thirty-thousand people cannot represent 1.4 billion
people. No survey cannot be ideally indicative of
the entire population; there would indeed be a
mistake in describing the data.

identity closely intertwined’’. 64% of Hindus said
that being Hindu is essential to be truly Indian. It
came out to be a surprise because when the same
people were asked how respecting other religions
is necessary to be an Indian, 91% agreed, so this
survey is somehow self-contradictory. 59% of
the surveyed people said that speaking Hindi is
essential for being Truly Indian. This debate has
been going on for years, but we need to keep in
mind the diverse culture and more than that the
secular nature enshrined in the very preamble
of our country. Hindi might be one of the most
common languages in India, but we need to keep
in mind the diverse culture of our country.

This survey threw up a few surprises. The survey
tells us that approximately 91% of the surveyed
Indians believe that respecting other beliefs is
essential for being truly Indian. Hearing this in our
everyday lives is surprising as we all see videos,
photos, and texts about people claiming that their
religion is in danger. With these results, it’s clear
that some people on social media are just there to
propagate their ideas and feed the notion of danger
in the name of religion. Every day, we see such
posts about oppression in specific places on social
media, and some selective people outraging about
it with it being primarily fake news.

On the question of religious tolerance, 78% of
the surveyed Muslims felt that it’s an essential
aspect of their religion. Other religions had similar
statistics. We believe these numbers are great, but
the rest are approximately 20-25%, including all
faiths. We think it’s important to highlight these
numbers because they are not as small as they
seem. It will not be shocking that these minority
20-25% people would have radical ideas, but
the amount of danger these people can cause is a
matter of concern. We have seen such examples,
Ram Bhakt Gopal being one of them; he was
the one who conducted a shoot out at Jamia and
invoked violence between Hindus and Muslims
through his radical videos, which also influenced
a lot of people. There are a lot of people like him
who propagate such ideas to a highly sensitive
audience.

65% of the surveyed Indians believe that
‘communal tensions’ are a very concerning issue
for India. Most riots and fake news evolve from
communal tensions in the country. After the
Bengal Election Results, we all saw people being
reckless and promoting violence in the open. We
all condemn the violence in Bengal, but some
social media pages published fake news, videos,
and photos to build up outrage, which did a lot of
harm. Many such examples prove that ‘communal
tensions’ really are a massive problem in India.
The majority of the surveyed people believed that
they have to stop the women in their community
from marrying outside their religion. This was the
one thing that was the most common among all
the surveyed religions, and the reason stated by
most people was cultural. These statistics give
us an understanding of the mentality of people in
India; they all want to live peacefully, respecting
each other but simultaneously want to control their
cultural boundaries.

The report also states that only 13% of the surveyed
Indians have a mixed friend circle. 47% of the
surveyed Hindus claim that their close friends share
the same religious identity. There was a similar
result with the other religions as well. This could
be because the majority of the population shares
the Hindu Identity. It’s the same case everywhere;
a tiny population has mixed groups of friends.
There can also be a cultural reason, which is the
same with the inter-religion marriages. The survey
also tells us that 32% of the surveyed Christians
also believe in the purifying powers of the Ganga,
which was entirely unexpected.

In 2014, when the Bharatiya Janata Party came
into power, their manifesto was based on jobs,
economy, and the Hindutva Ideology. The survey
According to this survey, ‘‘most Hindus tend to tells us that 51% of Hindu BJP voters would accept
see their religious identity and Indian national a Muslim Neighbour, and 53% would accept
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a Christian Neighbor. This number was
higher in Hindus who voted for the BJP.
This gives us an idea about how BJP voters
are a bit more orthodox in comparison to
Hindu supporters of other parties. Most BJP
leaders propagate their Hindutva ideology
in their speeches, which influences many
people, and that’s why we believe that this
might also be why fewer BJP Hindu voters
would accept people of other religions as
their neighbors.
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The conclusion or summary of this survey
would be that this reflects our society’s ideas
and how they are self-contradictory. This
survey also gives us a different perspective
towards religious unity; people want to
live peacefully but want to be separated
from each other. This only increases
social intolerance and differences between
religions.
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WELMUN’21’THE COMMITTEES
United Nations Security Council
The Security Council, the apex body of the United Nations has been entrusted with ensuring international
peace and security and to keep a tab on any possible threat to peace or an act of aggression. This year
at the WELMUN the committee will be discussing ‘The conflict between Ukraine and Russia over
Crimea’ and will contemplate on the recent developments in the conflict.
Crimea, which is officially located in Ukraine, has been allegedly annexed by Russia since 2014. The
two conflicting nations were connected in the past as Ukraine used to be a part of the Soviet Union,
but due to Ukraine’s role in Russia’s defeat in the Crimean war, a rivalry was forged. Since then, the
disputed region of Crimea, where 75% of the population is Russian, has become a violent battleground.
When Ukrainian president Victor Yanukovych refused to join the EU in 2013, protests erupted, which
gave both the opposition and rival nations, an opportunity. Russia sent masked soldiers to capture
Crimea and succeeded in installing an allied Prime Minister. In the aftermath of this intervention, a
referendum took place giving Crimean people the choice between joining Russia as a federal subject
or remaining part of Ukraine. Consequently, on 18th March 2014, the controversial region of Crimea
joined Russia. Despite this, most of the international community and Ukraine consider this status null
and void, owing to the unfair nature of its circumstances.

United Nations General Assembly
Committee on Disarmament and International Security
The Disarmament and International security committee (DISEC) is the first committee of the United
Nations General Assembly. The committee oversees matters in disarmament, global peace and
maintaining defence against worldwide challenges. This year our version of DISEC will be discussing
“The Weaponization of Artificial Intelligence.” This is a very important topic and is the need of the hour
as it holds the future of global superpower dominance and global wars and the security of humanity in
a future full of danger, hope and mystery.
The danger that weaponization of artificial intelligence possesses is a big political debate that has
been in talks throughout the decades as more and more developments are made in this field. With
improvement in computer engineering, assisted mobilization and computer coding, more people have
had realizations and speculations about the future and contemplated whether the world is in a place
where we were even capable of handling such immense power. The sheer inability of securing access
to the immense power that these advancements hold has scared professionals and rational international
leaders. On the other hand, some have proposed that a regulation policy is much more feasible when
compared to a total ban. Keeping the pandemic in mind, the repercussions and monitoring of such AIoriented weaponry needs to be discussed and agreed upon.
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United Nations Human Rights Council
The United Nations Human Rights Council, also known as UNHRC, is one of the principal organs of
the United Nations. Formed on the 15th of March 2006, it aims at protecting and promoting human
rights across the globe irrespective of their class or religion. This year at WELMUN, the committee will
be focusing on two agendas. The primary one is “The persecution of Uyghur Muslims in the Xinjiang
region of China,” while the second will be “Addressing Child Labour.”
The Uyghur Muslim situation in Xinjiang is worsening with each passing day. As of 2019, around 1.5
million people have been detained in Chinese camps by the officials, including a significant proportion
of Uighur Muslims. These camps are being criticized by many countries and human rights organizations
for alleged human rights abuse and persecution. Coming to the secondary agenda, child labour refers to
the exploitation of kids through any work that is mentally, physically, socially, and morally harmful and
such manipulation has become more prevalent than ever since the pandemic. We believe it is crucial to
discuss both of these issues as they are foremost impediments in the swift deliverance of human rights.

Lok Sabha
Lok Sabha, the house of the people has been the symbol of order since the very beginning but since
the COVID-19 pandemic started, there has been a change in the atmosphere of Indian politics. In the
seventh edition of WELMUN, we present an improved version of the lower house of the parliament,
where we will discuss the two agendas which have changed the nature of politics in India.
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Joint Crisis Committees
The Joint Crisis Committees (JCC) are very different from the average MUN experience, yet equal,
even to the United Nations Security Council in terms of their complexity and challenge. The JCC
consists of two independently running subcommittees whose decisions and actions immediately
affect the perpetual crisis at hand, thus providing exposure like no other. As such, two opposing blocs
that share the same world, events, and consequences will need to manoeuvre their way throughout a
tumultuous time in history diplomatically.
The Soviet Special Advisory Committee is the first segment of the joint continuous crisis committee.
It is set on the date of 15th October 1962. The Committee is called upon to contemplate on matters
relating to the Cold war around said time. The context involved in the Cold War agenda will be the
background battle between the ideologies of communism and capitalism. We will be dealing with
issues of nuclear war and various conflicts across the world. With regard to portfolios, our advisory
committee consists of the highest-ranking soviet officers, statesmen and politicians, as well as a few
international representatives from Communist nations. Each of the members of this committee will
have the power to change the world as we see it today. Participating delegates will decide the future of
not only the Soviet Union but also of communism and world peace.
The President’s Special Committee on Containing Communism would form the second and opposing
subset of the JCC. We will discuss “The United States’ policy on limiting communism in the 1960s “ or
simply put the ‘Cold War era.’ This was an era of apprehension and uncertainty as Communism made
its way across the globe and the USSR tried to project its ideals on the free peoples of other countries.
Our crises will pertain to the rapid rise of communism across the globe and delegates will have to
take actions to limit its spread. For this purpose, we have various White House officials, intelligence
agency representatives and other stakeholders as part of the council. It will be the participants’ onus to
undermine USSR efforts and aid the USA’s allies.
Containment was a geopolitical, diplomatic foreign policy attempted by the United States, best known
as a Cold War tactic of the United States and its allies to prevent the spread of Communism after the
end of World War II. This policy caused a response from the Soviet Union which sought to further the
communist influence in Eastern Europe, Asia, Africa, and Latin America, while also being regarded
as the inception of the cold war. Thus, in a way both parties’ actions were together responsible for
provoking the war. It will be thrilling to watch events of the past unfold in a new manner, and we hope
that the Joint Crisis Committee will be able to identify and resolve key issues.

The first issue - deterioration of political climate in India – focuses on how free speech has often
been obstructed under the excuse of reasonable restrictions such as article 19 of the constitution and
many disputed detention laws which have granted law enforcement agencies unprecedented authority
in detaining individuals, seizing property without warrant, and wiretapping without consent. Moreover,
federalism in India, due to its flexible nature, has often been exploited by the centre to take hold of the
powers under the purview of the state, something which has turned the federal structure upside down.
Our second agenda, relating to the second wave of COVID-19will emphasize on the unpredictability
of a new variant which hit the country. Without adequate preparations, a lot of damage was inflicted on
both the institutions and the public. A discussion upon the vaccine policies and its distribution to help
the people recover quickly is one of the parliament’s primary responsibility. Hopefully we will reach
consensus on the resolution of such issues plaguing our country and successfully pass a bill to the effect.
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Repercussions of
‘The Big Lie’
Election Myths and The Subsequent Need for and Infrastructure Security Agency has assured that
Reformed Voting
safeguards including protection against malicious
The 2020 presidential election in the United States of
America was probably the most anticipated political affair
of the new decade. The inauguration of Joe Biden was
applauded, especially with the emerging need for U.S.
leadership in the pandemic and the inception of a new
multilateral order. The remainder of the world expected
some stern guidance and financial aid from the world’s
largest economy in order to steer through the virus
outbreak. Thus, this power transition was viewed as a ray
of hope infiltrating through a selfish wave of nationalism
and ‘America First’ oriented policies that the Trump
government had conspicuously exhibited.

software, identification and rectification of misplacements
have been put into place, rendering accusations against
these systems baseless.
Harassment of Republican Poll watchers - A poll watcher
is appointed by political parties or individuals to monitor
the ballot counting process and report any issues to the
concerned authorities. Trump and his legal allies have
ascertained that there is a link between complaints of
Republican poll watchers and the election outcome.
Apparently, partisan observers who were witnessing
voting and mail-in ballot count in states like Michigan
and Pennsylvania were denied access to or harassed in
election locations. Ultimately, these claims also collapsed
because they had no factual backing as the plaintiffs could
not provide credible proof except for some cherry-picked
examples.

However, the aftermath of the election was rather
unpleasant when the former President, Donald Trump
refused to concede power and claimed the process of
election to be tainted by widespread voter fraud and
irregular ballot count. Apart from the traditional allegations After filing numerous lawsuits and losing around 60 court
of vote alteration, rigging and interference, the following cases in 6 states, it seemed as if this anti- voter fraud
were the newer points of contention put forward: movement had lost momentum due to not possessing
quality evidence to garner any judicial support. Despite all
Mail-in Ballots - In an attempt to safeguard voters during of this, Trump’s bid has highlighted numerous instances
the pandemic, the Biden campaign had pushed for its of human error in the electoral process, which has stirred
supporters to indulge in mail-in ballot voting. Trump, on up quite a debate and even though these errors have only
the contrary, was wary of possible vote manipulation that slightly reduced the margin between Biden and Trump,
could occur in a scenario where ballots were received in the need for stern legislation has unequivocally arisen.
advance and requested his followers to vote in person
instead. Come election days, the Republican dominated
states of Michigan, Pennsylvania and Wisconsin initially A Battle of Legislation
predicted a Trump victory. However, when the mail-in
ballots were counted afterwards, they flipped to form As a response to claims of voter fraud and sabotage of
a ‘blue wall’ thus, prompting the former president to elections, almost 18 republican-dominated states have
question the authenticity of these votes and term it as enacted laws that evidently restrict who can vote where
‘voter fraud’ - a ploy by the Democrats to overturn the and how and curtails citizens’ voting rights. Proposers of
elections. In anticipation of something similar, neutral these bills have guaranteed them to simply be measures
parties had advised for the mail-in ballots to be counted of common sense, as opposed to the Democrats’ alleged
before voting day, in order to ensure transparency, but need to consolidate power. At the moment, democrats in
such an idea was easily disregarded.
many states have disrupted the laws’ passage by fleeing
to Washington D.C. where they are pressurizing their
Dominion Voting Systems Software - DVS is a major congressional allies to enact rules that would supersede
company which sells electronic voting hardware and these state laws.
software, including tabulators. Trump in a tweet, termed
its technology to be ‘horrible, inaccurate and anything but The opposition to this newly incepted legislation had
secure.’ The system was widely regarded to have ‘deleted’ identified the threat it poses to voters much before and had
over 3 Million Trump votes nationwide. Moreover, in even tried to combat it through the Centre. Democrats of
Antrim County of Michigan, over 6000 red votes were the 117th Congress reintroduced the ‘For the People’ act
found to be wrongfully switched to Biden, allegedly as a in 2021 as the H.R. 1, despite its past failure in the Senate.
result of software exploitation. Later, this was discovered On March 3, the bill passed the house of representatives
to be a consequence of human user error and no fault again, with a close margin, only to be blocked in the
of Dominion Voting Systems. Even the Cybersecurity senate by a Republican filibuster. Many politicians have
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termed this act to be a ‘signature piece of legislation’ and
expressed an urgent need for its implementation. It is
not surprising thus, that this piece of legislation seeks to
mandate the very measures that new Republican-oriented
laws are trying to restrict or entirely destruct. To give a gist,
the act includes flexibility in voting schedules with mail- in
ballots receiving more weightage, something Trump is wary
of, after his defeat. As a result, critics have called the ‘For
the People Act’ an attempt to grab unparalleled political
power and increase the federal government’s authority over
conduction of elections. Despite its repeated proposal in the
parliament, Biden’s landmark act has faced a debacle and
forced Democrats to now focus on updating the 1965 Voting
Rights Act. They are hoping that these amendments will
include the specifications which were earlier thought to be
enacted by the ‘For the People’ act.
It wouldn’t be an overstatement that voting has surpassed
its democratic function and now, simply become a backand-forth game for political leaders. While the democrats
are being blamed for trying to expand their power over
election procedures and manipulating its outcomes, the
republicans are being criticized for restraining citizens from
freely exercising their most basic right - voting. This is
essentially emerging to be a battle between the federal and
state governments which might even jeopardize the federal
structure and go as far as to sideline the importance of power
division in democracy.

Key Differences in Policy
In this political gridlock, the opinions of both parties are, to
an extent, valid and when juxtaposed, starkly contrasting.
In the simplest terms, the clash between the two-opposing
group of laws is that of either providing a flexible, at-ease
voting atmosphere or tightening the election procedure
and limiting methods of voting. But to understand how
exactly Republican efforts curtail rights or Democratic
efforts threaten electoral integrity, we need to compare the
following key features: Voter IDs - For low-income minorities who cannot access
government-issued identification cards, or face difficulties
in recovering them, narrowing voter ID laws will prove
restrictive. Despite it having been proven that stricter
need for ID will likely depress voter turnout, republicans
have rallied to this cause citing the importance of security
measures.

have called mail-in voting, an inconsistent process overall
which takes away any existing uniformity from elections
while Biden has given the obvious refutation that removing
such measures would mean discriminating against minorities
and neglecting health safeguards for Americans.
Voter registration - As part of the flexibility criteria,
the H.R 1 act would allow voters to register on the day
of the election itself and also incorporate technological
advancement by giving automatic registration options. Once
again, the risks of automation have been highlighted with
Trump questioning whether it is feasible and not chaotic to
entertain last-minute registration.
Minor Differences - The Democrats have introduced other
solutions such as to end gerrymandering, which is the practice
of manipulating boundaries of electoral constituencies to
affect the election, and to regrant voting rights to felons who
have completed their stipulated time in prison. While there
is some common ground between parties on issues such
as gerrymandering, voting accessibility, especially to past
criminals, has definitely been contested. Then there is the
question of partisan poll watchers. After the 2020 election,
Trump has insisted that more observers be allowed near
poll lines to monitor the integrity of elections. However,
coupled with the fact that new state laws in Georgia and
Arizona have prohibited provision of food and water in poll
lines, Democrats suspect that employing more spectators
will lead to an escalation in cases of voter harassment and
intimidation, further impairing their freedom to vote.

Conclusion
If we were to take history as a precedent, the powers of
the Centre have always shadowed state governments; the
constitution having guaranteed that in election matters. It
is likely that in the near future, congressional Democrats
will be able to rally people to their side and succeed in
enforcing the principles in the ‘For the People’ act thus,
making elections much more accessible but also vulnerable.
Comparing the facts of the matter, there is barely any
credible proof that the 2020 elections were compromised or
that the outcome was altered. In fact, officials have declared
it to be the safest elections up to date, making claims of
security breaches redundant. It is my personal belief after
evaluating all the pros and cons, that we do not require any
further restrictive laws and the ones already enacted by
US states should be revoked. The citizens are the highest
authority in a democracy and thus, their rights, especially
in voting matters, cannot be disturbed in the long term. On
the flip side, the devastating attack on the US Capitol was
incited due to widespread claims of election fraud, meaning
that this theory holds at least some relevance to the public.
In conclusion, the authenticity of Trump’s claims and the
future of voting legislation in America is largely up to
speculation but the odds certainly seem to be in favor of the
new President of the United States.

Mail-in Ballots - Democrats have constantly argued
that loosening the mail-in ballot process will allow more
individuals to vote in elections. The ‘For the People’ Act
mandates a minimum of 15 days of early voting before every
federal election and allows third parties to collect ballots.
However, the opposition feels that opening voting lines
much in advance exponentially increases the risk of vote
tampering. Moreover, absentee, or mail-in ballot voting is
considered below safety standards because it allows parties Arnav Goel
to use unfair means to alter the collected votes. Republicans Class XI
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